Aqua Erotica: 18 Stories For A
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Imagine a hot tub party where a married couple tests the boundaries of fidelity. A model who finds
herself unaccountably aroused as she poses for a watercolor artist. A pool of water on a desert road
and two lovers who know how to make the most of it. This is Aqua Erotica, a sensuous tasting of
desire's liquid, ecstatic other worlds.Aqua Erotica is a siren's song, a book so unforgettably sexy
that you will want to take it with you to the bath, the sauna, the night-lit pool.What's amazing is that
you can.The first-ever waterproof book for adults. The most seductive collection of original literary
erotica ever gathered under one cover.Aqua Erotica is a book that quite literally goes places you
never imagined books could go. Featuring today's boldest erotic voices:Francesca Lia BlockPoppy
Z. BriteLouise ErdrichCarol QueenMarcy SheinerCecilia TanBarry Yourgrauand many others --
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Sex. Water. Jim Beam. These are things that bring me great pleasure. All three at once equal
ecstasy or something close to it. So when I tumbled upon Aqua Erotica of course I had to read it in
the tub with my drink in hand. Monhanraj has compiled a collection of 18 stories involving sex and
water. Sometimes sex is the driving force, other times it's the water. Horror writer Poppy Z. Brite's
contribution, "Nothing of Him That Doth Fade" is the highlight of the book. She creates a love story
between two men set in a tragic ocean scene. This story is so rich in its character development and
flow that it feels like so much more than a short story. The sexiest story in the collection is "I Want"
by Mary Maxwell, which takes place on a desert road with two women and a jug of water. Another

brilliant story is Cecelia Tan's version of "The Little Mermaid" in which she tells how it probably really
went down, all slippery and wet. Thankfully all sexual orientations are represented in Aqua Erotica,
though of course the focus is on hetro sex. Still the stories are hot, even if a few are conventional at
times. I have to mention that many of the stories reminded me of the classic water-sex-death story
"A Woman in the Dunes" by Anais Nin. So much so in fact that I had to go pull if off my shelf and
reread it. Unfortunately, Monhanraj didn't include this in her collection, but I would highly
recommend finding and reading "A Woman in the Dunes" with Aqua Erotica, they just fit. Oh, and
the most important thing about this book. It's waterproof so you can get it wet with any substance
you desire and just wipe it away...how cool.

Finally! Finally I can read while taking a bubble bath, and not worry about getting the book wet! That
alone is worth the price.Aqua Erotica is a sexy collection of well-written stories. Recommended to
anyone who likes good quality erotica. There's a wide variety of moods, sexual orientations, and
styles represented in these stories, but all are unusually creative and interesting for a book of
erotica. Plus, they're hot.

I enjoyed this anthology of erotic stories. Of course, not every story was my cup of tea which is why
I only gave it four stars.This anthology is visually exciting and sensually diverse. Contained between
these pages are sexual situations from all walks of life. Therefore, if you are not sexually
open-minded you might want to skip this book.What really intrigued me was the deep emotional
element with in the characters of the short stories. This certainly wasn't just an anthology describing
intense sexual situations but more emotional journeys incorporated in sexual situations. I was
surprised by some of the endings of the stories and the wonderful writing by various
authors.Another plus to this book was that it is water proof. So read it in the bath, pool, hot tub, or
even in the rain! Heck, read it outloud during an adult game of slip-n-slide!girldiver:)

The many good stories in this book are hot enough for this middle-aged hetero female, and for that
reason I give it five stars. But the first reviewer is correct; the font size is awfully small. My glasses
can't be worn in a 'steamy bath'!Intelligent erotica worth reading. The water theme makes sense, in
or out of the tub.

I agree with the comments here- it's just physically hard to read and I had to move to better light and
lay it down on a desk to get into it. I don't know what kind of writing would make that worth reading,

but this is definitely not it. I read a couple of OK stories, then I decided to return it.

A disappointment - not very steamy or interesting, and hard to hold and read. Most of the stories
read like a writing class assignment to "Write about water, and try to make it sexy". The only story
that was at all memorable was the one called "Rainy Day Man." A couple of stories were just
pretentious and bad - Edrich's and Mohanraj's in particular.

I'm thoroughly enjoying the stories in this collection. There's a marvelous variety of settings, styles,
and voices, and the quality of the writing is excellent. Some of the pieces are quick and hot, others
are longer and more reflective. The water theme has inspired an amazing array of images and
emotions. From the desert to exotic islands, from the American plains to imaginary worlds, there's
plenty of material here to inspire the imagination and quicken the pulse. I gave it four stars because
I didn't care for the waterproof format (the book feels small and slippery, the type is too small, and I
don't like the texture of the paper), but the stories are enchanting.

I ordered this book, more out of curiosity than anything else. And when it finally came in the mail, I
hurriedly opened the package, ran some water and dropped the book in the tub. Wow, it really is
waterproof. Then I locked the door, poured in some bubbles and salts and got ready for what I
thought would be sheer heaven in a book. The stories weren't as good as I hoped. But it was
waterproof. I tried to get my Boyfriend to jump in the tub and share in the good times but the stories
bored him. If it wasn't waterproof, it wouldn't have got a four. But i am so sick of dropping
paperbacks in the tub, this remedies the problem. I see they have a second edition out, I'm hesitant
to buy it. I'm also weak willed, so i probably will. I'll let you know how it turns out.
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